I. INTRODUCTION
Let Q be a bounded domain of U 2 with a regular boundary T. We consider the Dirichlet's problem : Find a function u defined over Q such that : -div (D ~l grad'w) = ƒ in Q , j u = 0 on F, j where D is a given function G C°°(Q), positive over Q and null over F such that there are two constants a l9 a 2 > 0 such that
< a i < M T \ < a 2 fo r x e Q such that d(x 9 T) ^ a (a > 0). (1.2)
This problem is occurring in oceanography ; D is the deepthness of the water, which is null on the shore ; ƒ is the vorticity and the components of the hori- 
V =
This kind of problem is found at each time step for vorticity method. So, in order to calculate V, we shall use a mixed finite element method.
An outline of the paper is as follows : in section 2, we introducé a mixed formulation of problem (1.1) ; in section 3, we give a formulation of the finite element approximation. Section 4 will be devoted to the dérivation of error bounds and section 5 is devoted to the proof of a result used in section 4.
II. A MIXED FORMULATION OF PROBLEM 1.1
Introducé the space : 
2)
We have the foliowing result (cf. Bolley-Camus [1] ). THEOREM 
: ^(Q) is dense in ifi 1/2 (Q) and the semi-norm
Mi,-i/2,n = \D~1 /2~g ™iïv\ ( ( 
2.7)
where C is a positive constant depending only on Q.
Proof : The dual space of i/i 1/2 (Q) is given by :
and the problem : given a function /e(//A 1/2 (Q)) / , fmd we //1 1/2 (Q) such that :
has a unique solution. To obtain a mixed formulation of problem (1.5), we introducé the space X defined by :
and provided with the norm :
Proof : Let qe X. First, let us show that there exists a séquence of fonctions of X, with compact support in Q that tends to q.
Let 0 be a fonction in C°°([0, + oo[) such that :
Therefore, we have
= f
and from Lebesgue's theorem, this term tends to 0 when X -» -h oo. Similarly, we get
and from Lebesgue's theorem • hm |D 3/2 div&-D| L2(n) = 0.
Hence, q x is a séquence with compact support in Q that tends to (fin X. From the above, we can assume that q has a compact support m Q ; then,
2 and div qe L 2 (Q) Therefore there exists a séquence of functions q n e (^(Q)) 2 such that
n-> + oo and then, 
Jn
This result follows immediately from theorems 2 1 and 2 3. Now, we defîne a bilinear form a over ( 
III. A MIXED FINITE ELEMENT APPROXIMATION OF PROBLEM (2.15)
In order to approximate problem (2.15), we fîrst construct a set Q h = \J K as a finite union of triangles with vertices in Q. For any K e ^G h , we set
We assume that this triangulation is regular, that is :
We also assume that a triangle K has not three vectices on the boundary T.
Notations
We dénote :
• F h the boundary of Q fc ; it is clear that T h does not coincide with F, where ÏÏ K dénotes the outward unit vector normal to the boundary dK of X. Besides, for K e d!j h , % h can be defined over K by the same expression as over K.
We note :
and we set
Then, q h e X h iï $ h{K e X K , VK G T5 fc and satisfies :
VX^Kje^i^.^+^.^^O over dK x n dK x [8] .
(3.8)
Let M h be an approximation of the space M defined by .
Then M h <£ M ; but to any v h e M h9 we associate E fc defined, over Q by :
where % is the barycenter of K if % hes in Q, otherwise a K is the vertex of K ïnside Q.
We dénote by : a lK , i = 1, 2, 3 the vertices of K ; %, the barycenter of K if a K lies in Q ; otherwise % is the vertex of K ïnside Q dK the boundary of K 
IV. ERROR ESTIMATES a) General error bounds
We provide the spaces M h and X h with the norms : 
We may write for ail q h e V h Thus, we get by using lemme 4.1
?-Abr<C inf [1?-^,+ sup l^^-^^ni (4 . 6)
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In order to evaluate these terms, we need the following theorem which shall be proved in section 5. 
Hence, we can deduce (4.10). Besides, 
LEMMA 4 4 T/iere is some positive constant C independent of h such that h eM h , | (f,v h )-f h (v h ) \^Ch\\ v h \\
Hence, we deduce 4.13. 
c) Interpolation error bounds
Proo/ If X 6 T? to we have (cf Thomas [8] )
Now, if X e öT5 h and has two vertices on F, div p]^f is the orthogonal projection of div ^ on the space of constants with respect to the scalar product (D 312 , D 312 ) and then we get
Then, we get -t)
Let us dénote by p K g the function of X K defined as follows
Hence, we get
Further, we have :
We have the equality : 
Further, we have [5] I In -p^.rf | L 2 (rh)
?|| fll(nh)
Then, we deduce (4.17) and (4.18). Now we consider the M^-interpolation operator n h . Given a function v G M, the M^-interpolant ïï fc y is the unique function which satisfies :
Let the triangulation "6 fc be regular. Then, there is some positive constant C independent of h such that :
Proof : If K e 13;, we get
and then, (mes
and by using theorem (4 4), we obtain (4 24) 
where D is the function defined over Q by :
The solution of (6.4) is in // 2 /2 (ü) and we have the estimate :
Then, we may write :
2), the function Dcp h is continue in the midpoints of each side dK i and it is null in the midpoint of a side of the boundary T h ; then, we get easily Besides, by using Green's formula over each K e 7SJ,, we obtain : Finally, we obtain (5.8).
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Then, we obtain ,1/2 / \l/2 1/2
